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r .This paper. investigates the ,grades teacher give tO..their students.:".As
the determinants of grades, i.t distinguishes student achievement from teacher
misevaluati,on of achievement. M.ISevalt.rati may be due to the Potenti ally
biasing effeCts of sitdent reputation, tracking, student dertment in class,
and student ra and'' gender. The paper. further examines the impact of grades ,

on achievement. To these ends, the.analysis investigates the causal, processes

that relate reading and mathematics grades and achievement tbr second and
third graders.

.Grades are important because of the signals.they.convey to the student
whom the grades .desdriber As such, grades may encourage the underonftent

student, discourage the overconfident student, spur the qnderachieving ,student.

to-extra effort, or the'successful studerft into complacency '(Davidson and

'Lang, 1960; Evads, ,1976; Xirachenbaurn et 1971). Beyond the:signals
grades convey to the student him/berself,,they poitray the student: to others
who may take the grades as valid evalUations. Among these consumers of grades

are'other students, other teacher udingthosewbo will instruct the
Itfstudent in thew ure), schbol'adininistrators(including those charged ciith

admitting the stu ent to 'Selective schools and programs), and employers:
Jenc\ks et. 21. (1979) found'-that grades meditate a substantial part of the
impact of academic ability or' the number4;years of school wig attai:ied. This

is likely due to a combination' of the trgnalling and evalbative ef cts of

:;DETERMINANTS OF 'GRADING

.
we conceive of grades as a:teacher behavior or output and ask w:Iat the

.

determinants of :'this teacher.behavleir :;:are. Possibilities to be inveStigated
t.
include:



.(1) Student achievements Teachers sometimes claim they take student
'

effort or progress into account in assigning grades, especially in elekientaiy

gradeS (Terwilliger, 1966). Most often, howeVer, grades officially are meant
. ,to evaluate student performances relative to each other or to some ideal

(Dreeben, 1968; Tdrwilliger, 1966; Waller, 1932). To the extent that the
grades teachers' assign reflect student_echievement, they can be seen as
merrtot;ratic evaluations. --Clifton (198.1), Pedulla et al..(198e), and Williams

(1976) found. grading to be substantially menitocratic. Achievement in hoof

has two components:
,

(a) Widely valued achievement. Most schools try to teach a body of.
. basic "cognitive skills"that includes "the alp_ 11 y to manipulate words.andE

fl:nUMbers assimilate information, [and] make logical-inferences" (Jencks et

al., 1972:53). These are the, skills g-r-rerally measured by standardized tests..

While teachers may differ in the extent to which they value the development of

such skills 'in their students, schdol systems impose requirements: for
instruction in these-skills directly via cu iculum lguidetaand indirectly by\ .;t °

standardized testing.- Even teachers with tieir Own classroom agendas feel

encumbered to prepare their students for standardized tests (Kohl, 1..967).

Grade:s teadhers,giVe may reflect student acquisition. of skills defined as

.valuable throughout the school. system or- in educational circles, more
generally4,

rjv .

(b) Classroom-specific achievement. A teacher may,also award "grades
,

achievements that the specific teacher considers paFtipularlyon the basis; of

important, for
Jba

neatness with

example, creativity in --writi-ng, ingenui ty in probleM. solving,

pencil,a:nd paper, or fluid verbal delivery. these' are not

lls that standardized; tests measure, but they- represent. abhi.evements
. .

none.tilles.s and, as .'such assessment, by (irides' Can 'be dOnsidered-.
.



meritocratic. (Of, course, the student ma be hard put at first to:figure out
A

"What the teacher wants.")

(2) Bi as. Grades, hOwever, may reglect factors other than the widely:

valt
. .

ued and alt'assrOomrspecific achievements they claim to measure. The
.

devAationfof .grades from an' acdurateasseisMent. of achittrapnt amounts to

biased or non-merltocratic evaluation. Factors that ..i.Awilnalence grades'aftet
taking' account of the effect of achieveme nt on grades constitute determinants

of such bias.. Clifton (1981) and Williams 'found grades to be "affected

markedly by the cognitive and normative expectations that teacherg have for

students" (1976:233.). Expeceations may distort the evaluation of homework and

examinations (Finn, 1972) or even lead teachers to enter \grades on report

cards- that are not, justifiV by classroom performance:

possible 'sources of such ,expeCtations and,

evaluation:

(a) Individual Reputations. Informal conversation among teachers

frequently spreads 'student reputations (Boocock 1980). In addition, teachers

hence,

4

There 'are a nurnber, of
.of . non-ineri tOctati c

are usually free to;-examine students' grades and aptitude abd ..aChievement test

scores from previous years., Expectations. are shaped to, 'the extent that

teachers take advantage of these opportunitkes and iemenibeethese previous

grades and scores (Brophy and Good, 1974). Moreover, teachers may try to make

their grades conformto preirious grades for fear of needing to justi fy'new

'evaluations (Schlechty, 1976).

Track level. Beyond students' individual r6putations,
claSsrOoms whosecomPositions are determined by all ed.measures of previous

achievement, including test scores ; .gradeS, or; recommendations, may Carr

group reptitations that beCollie attached to:students' in the class. Furthermore,

teachers may use grades' to .justify track placement post hoc. In..aStudyof

one high schoOl Rosenbauta (i978) found high grades to, be harder to obtain in
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th ,'lower ,tracks.. In a study of eight high schoola,Aowever, Alexander et a

;(1978) found little track effect On.lixades.:.

(c) -prejudi ce.

Prejudices that influence

may carry racialo ethnic, or gender

give
o

-.Thede OrejUdiCets may take their

folm of belief in differences in ability by race; _ethnicity, or gender, either

generally, or for particular subjects. In studies of high scho?1 students,

neither Williams, (1976) nor Clifton (1981) found race or ethnicAty effects on

tgacher expectations. They point out, however that demographic variables
" e

may have greater direct effects on teacher expectations-in younger gradese'sas

Doyle et al. (1972) and Harvey and Slatin 1975) found in tliei;\studies of

elementary sdhocil teachers. In older grades, race, ethnicity,' and.gender may

take their efkects felt indirectly via' their effects' on student performancd

and attitudes, which in turn may influence teacher vxpectations.

(d) Student compliance with teacher's preferred attitudes and

behaviors. Teacheri may give lower grades ; to tudents Who challenge

discipline stkIdards; who question commonly held viewpoints, -whci do not appeAr

to be interested Or inVOlved in activities the Leachei organizei,- or. who

through freqUent absences. seem to betra si a lack of cothmitment to school.p
.

.(361wIes. and Gintis'1976; Brophy and Gdod 1974; 'Gravenburg and Collins 1976).

Here, teacher's would be awarding grades 'on the basis Of Audent 'attitudei or

behaviors;that .06 not beat on learning, 'TeaChers.prObably differ in, their :

preferences. for such 'non - cognitive tUdes and behaviors.;'- We are speaking,

therefore, of classroom -spe6ific nori-cognitive,attitudes and behaviors.

Determinants of Grading via Achievement

o far, we-have specified sources of the grades teachers give to

students. These: grades have consequences, chiefly for subsequent achievement,

that then shape later grades through meritocratic evaluation. A complete

4

Y.
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understanding of the deEerminationof grading requires, therefore, some

consideration of the determination of achievement,. bath widelyvalUed and

classroom-specific. Factors shaping achievement to be investigated here

i naiads:

(1) Previous achi e\rement Ackiievement may theoretically,.be traced baCk

to ability, but the two can rarely be measured separately. (Jencks et al.,
4 .-1"'

1972). Previous achievement is a determinant of current achievement both

because it subsumes'abi lity in the subject and becauSe of the' cumulative

character of much cognitive learning.

(2) General ability. Certain abilities.ot skills that contribute to

current achievement in 'a specific subject can beSdistinguihed from previous

achievement in that subject. These are abilities that facilita e achievement

in-academic subjects more generally., Insofar as achievement, is measured ''by

tests,genPrat-test taking skills,(Jerfcks'et-al., 1972)4Would fall. into. this

categor- of contributOrs to achieverent.

(3) Previous grades. As suggested earlier grades give signals to

Students. Aside from ability and actual prior accomplishments, these, signal's

may motivate or discourage effort and achievemenE (Bloom,,1976; Dreeben, 1968;--=

'V maehr 1976; ;Sahli' et al. 1976). Moreover to the extent that previous °

grades create teacher _expectations, they may cause teachers to differentiate

among students with regard to quantity of interaction, quality of
.

reiliforcements, difficulty of questions, and time allowed for answers to

questions (Brophy and Good, .1974). Through these, and other process variables,

teacher expectations are realized 'as student performances. 0-

(4) Track level. Assignment to a p,,irticular, class on the basis of some ,

evaluation or measurement of ability or previous, achievement may influence

current achievement for `'two reasons. First, such assignment signals; as do

grades, the expectations held by others. Second, 'learning opportunities



vary by track it!effective teachers, classmateS with' special- ;,and
i

°
.instructional tesources are differentially.:, allocated, if Instruction is

differentially_ or§anized; at: if content of instruction differs .by track

(Sbrenson,..1970).' 'Several studies have(fOund h'igher' achieveme nt in higher-4"

tracks, controlling for previous achieVement (e.g.,Alexander et al., 1978;
11

,, .

Heyns, 1974; 'T.Beiter, 1983).
. ,/

A .

(5) .StUdent..comp7.iance and volVertient,, , Wiley (1976) and Stallings

11980). have fOUnd "tame on task" /tobe an: important dete rminant, o'f

achievement. TO the extent that' misbehavior, lack of. concentration

involvement, and:absenteeism idimnish time, on task, achievement may suffer._
4%.

(6) Race and wider., We do not expect large direct effects of race' and
-

gender on achievement. ./ Any rade and., gender differences in ability .(see, for%,

example', Hunt, 1961; Jencks, 1980; Jensen, 1973; MaccOby and *lain; 1974)

are subsumed in the earliest, measure of achievement. Racetnd gender may

affect stlbsequent' achievement by influepeing grades: -race and gender may9 .

inject non-meritocratic expectations and bias into grades; the/grades iti turn-
,\may both shape teacher expectations,' and, hence, learning" opportunities for

A \*students and, also, igna1 students about teacher expectations, influencing
their motivation to achieve. AnY remaining direct effedt f race or gender on

achievement likely reflects differential allocations of urges for learning

by adrninistratos rathet than by pachers.-,

DATA AND VARI ES

The da'ta foi this _paper deScribe one cohort o .stud\ents

consolidated district in North Carolina. This cohort is delined as students

in.a rural

who passed from first grade in 1977-78, thrbagh second grade in 1978-79, into

third grade in 1979-80. Students assigned to' special l-education classes have

been excluded. ,Consideration.of-oniy students with complete data on the



variables. to be analyzeeleft
. 213 StudentS in the six erementary schools Of

the district for the analysis. The district strictly ddhprett tio-the practice
s'

. of grouping its ,elementary echOol students by -ithieVOtientintii' delf-;cOntained

classrooms. Within-Eichsol and grade, classrOom assignments areobased on

readingachievement tests scores from the previous May.,

All the data were taken-frOm-students' individifal: records maintained in
the district-office. the student's teacher (each class had one teacher for
all its academic subjects) .recorded one grade' for reading and one for
mathematics at the end of the scliatil year Without knowledge of results from
the end of the year achievement tests. life single grade entered ih the
district's records summarized .repoit card grades from the entire school year.

. The grading scale ranges aloiig a fourteen point scale from F tO Al-. The

igidely valued portion of student achievement in 'reading and niat atics was
measured by . raw scores, grade ecipivalents,.or mastery, leVels, on] achievement

tests administered each May throughout the district? General, abilities. not
specific to one subject, including test taking skills are indicated by the
test scdi(in the other subject. Fot'example, a significant effect of the. .

reading test score on the mathematics test score suggests the contribution to
..

widely valuectmathematics achievement of widely valued skills not specific to
mathematics. The track level in reading and in mathematics is the class mean"

for the achievement test scores in reading and mathematics, respectively, from.
-the previous May's testing. Student's,yace, gender, and days. ab's'ent were
available from district records. Days absent serves as a partial indicator of

.

time on task (time off task,but in school is unmeasured). A direct measure is

unavailable for the teacher's Orceptions of student conformity to nod-
cognitive attitudinal and behaVioral patterns the teacher prefers Onsthe-

nt.

_

. central office tecrds, 'the teachers lkcorded no grade for dePortinentenor

indication of behavior problems N proxy measure is availahie, however.



to

irade given by the same i'ekirer, in the other subject may bused for this

purpose when its effect i estimated, net 'of the effects of current and

previoas widely valued achievement,the previous 43rade, race, gender, track. ip

level, ancl-abeenteeism. So estimated, the,grade given in the' ther subject
N

stands for the teacher's genairalizt (i.e., non-subject specific) and non-
.,

.cognitive (given controls for previous grade and previous and current/test

scopes' in the subject) assessment of tile student.

The operationalization of achievement is particularly cruciat,to the

.analysis\and subsequent interpretltion. Widely valued achievement is measured

by. tests administered thrOughout the district. This is a narrower use than

the common practice of trusting standardiied achieveMents tests as measures of.

achievement; per se and,residual gains on such tests as measures of teadher

school effectiveness (Veldmain and Brophy, 197). The district i

uses the tests iri-just this ;ay, taking them as the'sole m4asure

achievement'On the basis of which' to. group :students into classes. Classroom-

.
specific achievement is captured by the grades teachers award. These grades,

anrj

however, 'embody widely ,velued achievenInt and any non meritocraticr

evaluations, as well. Isolating the impadt of classroom-specificlachievement

on grades,' therefore, requires partialUng out these other.Ofects. Th

effect of widely valued achievement can e;.saTibe partialled by controlli
.

for test score. Non-meritocratic effects are harder to control. Theodata

specify race, gender, and track level, whbse distinct effects on grading can

be identified. Beyond these direct measures, distinguishing non-meritocratic

effects from meritocratic effects of classroom-specific achievement depends on

v using the grade given it the other subjectas a proxy for, student conform'

to the teacher's preferred attitude ang behavior patterns. With controls for

previous grede and current and...previous test scoresi this interpretation seems



,reasonable. Residual variation in grade received is, thus, likely due to
.. . , f* *,

. . , .,

classroom-specific, subject-specific achievement!'

) ANALYSIS PLAN

Pigurei 1pictures the causal relations to be estimated. This, model

includles,grades and test,scores, their concurrent and'lagged reciprocal
*

'relationships, and their determination by race, gender,' track Level,

absenteeism, and grades and test scbres in the other. subject. While the

causal expectations already explained need not.be repeated, the reciprool
11

causal paths between grade and test score in thesame year require further

comment. The effect of test score on grade is simply the",extent to which the

grade embodies widely valued achievements,, measured bytf.he standardized test.

The effect of,,grade" on test score is more complex, actually two-fold. First,

ttie test scor embodies achievements, some of which the teacher has included

in thttgrade. Beyond this,. however; the grades students receive all year,

0

which are then summarized for the office file, may have a signalling and/or

motivating effect on the acquisition of widely valued skills, Measured at the

'.end of the year on the standardized test.: Through the*signalling/motivatirig

...effIct of grades.on widely valued achievement, measured by standardized tests,

and the ,embodiment of the latter in'grages, gradesin year y may,:incrirdcikY
11"
.'affect grldesAn year y.; This seemingly anomalous possibility is proVided for

by the tatiltical treatment to be described shortly.

ure 1 t here.)
iS*

h e longitudinal analy is suggested by'Figure Lis a decomposition of

.associations between variables'into direct causal effects indirect causal,-.7
N

effect*, arid
'
non-causal (i.e., unanalyzed or ,spurisms) components.-- The, sum of

these athree is the total relationship'(i.e., zero-order sl'ope) implied by the

model' as thpeci fled. This total can be compared to the,observed zero-order
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relationship to asset the adequacy of, he speqi9cation. The, mat

I(
outlined by Fox. (1980) provides' a cony nient-'methOd for this decoMposition:,

. --' \ : ,-,c ,
Reciprocal causation- make ordinary leaSt squares' estiniati, O.

:inappropriate.--, We have used tw stage', r'least squas 'estimation,, instead.,.
-- . ..: . !.:

. .,

- grades and-test 'scores he Other- SUbject haie--been,-used-'as-initi-umenta
. , - - -\ j'''.-.;-,-,,'1-,,4

variables to overcome identification.lprobleMs .4nd to obtain; -predicted--:valiies

for the reciprocally related endog. enous variables : These predicted dwalue

were used in the second stage' to estimate the causal paths suggested, bY,Figtire
/,

A ,.. -, . _.

1. Fox's (1980) method inclOdes'.,provisions for decomposing relationships-,'

non-recursive models such as ours.

. An instrqmental variable must have a strong net relationship with t

variable for which it is used.to obtain ,a predicted value. As the .tables W 1
I ,

show,. this tequirement is well fulfilled here. MOreover, the, instruMenta

variable may, have no direct effect on the variable with Which the variable fs#

which it is an instrument .is reciprocally related. (Heise, 1975). Since moael

estimation depends on this assumption, this second requirement can only be

and logic (Asher, 1976). . In the present study,jtidtified through theory

must argue that grades in one

net of °other causes, and that

subject do not affect test scores -in the, other,
`

test scores in one subject do not affect gradea

in the other,. net of other causes. The'first statement translates to t
'assertion that the,teacher'sperc"6ption;oEstudent cOnfordity to preferr

non-co gnitive patterns does not have -a net effect on the achievement wid
. .

valued ski3.1s. A zero7order, relationship is undeniabler the extent'lto,whic

student and teacher perSonalities ,niesh alMost certainly affeects

all sorts. The student, .however, learns the teacher's elaluation of him
113 -

her through grades gilien in the subject in question. Hence the perSonali

.mesh (gradein other subject) has its effect on _widely valued learning' (tes

.10



score) through the grade given in thaty subject. This :fits .the requirement `for:,

0--gn instrumental vairable precisely.

The second statement that must bejustified theoretically transl ates intro

the claim that general abilities for .widely valued' ac ievement..have-,nol`direO

effect on grades received. kcjain the ro-order relationship, is clear'

because in all probability tea ers use gr esin part to evaluate wd-el
.

valued "achieyement. . This relati nship, howev is captured 1 n the effect-':'

the, test score in the subject in question on the qrade given the same year in
- ,

that subject. The effect of generalized abilities for widely. van,

-a

.

chievement (test score in, other subject) on the grade given i
.

. '

'mediated by widely valued hievertfent (test score). This again ,fits ,-the

requirement of

The decompositions are -computed separately for the second' and-third
A A

-',es. Since the estimation yielded.standardized coeff*cients to into

Fox's algorithm,2 the effects can be interpreted and compared as onpwbul

path coefficients. Indirect-effects-surd-all indirect .paths frog, cause 'to

outcome variable but only those indirect paths whose separate components are

all substantively significant will cOntribute notably to the overall- ,indirect

effect. `This will make inEerpreting indirect effects rtmrh theasier., Among e

indirect effects are seemingly endless "reverberations" between reciprocally.

related variables. Even if the structural coefficients on these paths are

fairly large however, the reverberation quickly dies away after a Single,

cycle.

Readim

ANALYSIS

1

Table presents (the decomposition of effects on students' reading grdes'`

(the parallel analysis for mathematics follows in Table 2)0

(Table 1 about here.)

11
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The most important of the many find ngs in '.Table

.

(1) In nefther second nor third grade is widely, valued achievement

measured by end-of-the-year standardized test scores; an, important determ

of the grades teachers give. Indeed, in secondarade, the grade 1:eceived

folloWa:"

weakly negative related to the test score. Reading grades, thus,.

reflect this important element of merit ret -other causes.

(2) The q;r:de received in first grade shapes he grade assigned in

second grade. This may reflect a meritocrat continuity of clas5sroo

specific achievements; a non-meritocratic contamination of grading by

reputations transmitted by the earlier grades;'or the shaping o

expectations which in turn shape student achievement. The absence ,of

similar effect on second grade test scores argues against the third o

possibilities.

(3) The first grade test score has a fairlystrong effect on the§rade

assigned in the second grade.- Since this effect is net of the second grade

test :wore, it can be explained with some confidence as a eputational sor_,

expectation effect. We cannot say to what extent the effect simply reflecik

teachers bringing grades' in line with earlier test' scores and to what exten

it Shows that teachers fit their expectations and,the learning opportuniti

they offer ,Students to these earlier test scores. In either ,case, the

i s much. reduced the next year.

(4) ,ax far the strongest force shaping.§rading in both years

.

teachees' perception of student conformity with the teacher's

attitude and behavior erns:. This effect Is' represented

coefficients! for mathematics grades reCeived. The strength OE', bon,:

.merieocratic effect 'is particularly, noteworthy given the many Other variables,'



whose- effects on grades assigned haVe.already been cons dered,before comput,1

these coefficients.
. -

.r (5) 'Non-rne:ritoctatic ecfigtet'll.,of 'race, gender,'
,; ..

are absent. Lik swi se Arne on task -(absense

..- students are assigned;
. . ........

(6)'. The-, of widely .valued achievement would. be more,, .. ... .

______!----: , ..iinTortant.for.grading if .:test scores had a later- effect ongrade assignMeh
_....._:____,---

We sho...:116. note the effectsiho-wever, for What. they show about; the'teat.

rem:Irv:7,r ...'r..lotablerCorig these 'are:,..

1.h,,si previous year's test score, isndicating

curniJiation in widely valued achievement;

(b), ThegradereCeiVed the same year, 'but'only weakly, and
.

4the second than the third grade. This again shows.that gradesan
standardized:tests do not measure the same -skil/s 'very 'En uCh. . weak.'effea

. may even show.,bow little. repcirt card grades given dUring the year'motivate :or

demptivate -student acquisition of widely valued skills; nor' is t
motivational effect of grades one year on.test scOres the next. any la

though in one' case, the direction is reversed;

(c). Ra:ce but not gender nor track level and ,then '.only weak

the third grade.
.

(d) General, widely vaiuedabiitieS and .sk Measur
s : 1' '.

mathematics 'test scores, this factor' has at,..least 'as''strong,an,,effeCt'. on ,

widely valued part of, reading aChieement as ',any other determ han

persists despite.numerous contrOls:

Interpretation of these results for reading (the same will.be true fo

mathematiCS) eased by ,the absense of important indirect effects. -Wei,,,Were
.

, , .
. .

. . , ,,able to concentrate on the-direct effects. Note' also that the model appears.:_



I specified to judge by the,match,between Model iMplied and observed zero-.

or r slopes.' ThiS, too, will be true ,for the mathematicS':results.

tics
Table 2 presents the parallel- analysis for the determinatinn

atics grades. in many mportant aspects, the'fincii*s are qUite;:tiMil
. . , . , ,

to those for reading grades. Again, previOus'iradea2,have a sigjificant'ne-

effect on grades assign%) indicating some,cOmbination of continufEy-,Oft , _ "
classroom-specific skill attainment, reputational, and expectaiion effects.

vs-Unlike` reading grades, this effect continues, for mathematics grades throu

the third grade. Moreover, as with reading grades', mathematics grades ar

strongly influenced by Student, conformity to the' teacher's Preferred ,atti

and behavior patterns, as indicated by the large coefficients for Oa* yea

reading grades. Such non-meritooratie effects on..grading do' not,exten

h6Wever to race and gender, which again hive no effect on grading

time: on` task (absenses) influence the grades st ts' receive.

(Table 2 about here.

We should note three differences from the analysis of reading grades.

First, mathematics more, consistently than reading `grades reflect the widely

valued achievement measured by statndardized tests, an important meritocratic

element of mathematics grading. The determinants of widely valued
,t.

achievement, therefore, are more important ..thanfor- mathematics an for readi

grades because of their indirect effects.- These include:. (1) geiieral widely:

Valued skills (reading test 'scores) iri both' grades; (2) motiVational 'or:

signalling effects of the previous year's :gde especially; for ithe 'third

grade test score; (3) a weak, continuity of widely ,valued mdthernatics

achievement, but only from second te-thirdgrade; (4) for the third grade-; test'

score, the third'grade grade, probably markirtg "overlap content of these'tigO

evaluations; and (5) race, but only weakly in tkle second grape.
I



Decaifesitifin of Standardized sEffeciikon Grades TwO and Threrlailisicsaeti Grades'and liceie11.414-131.
r

r Coluons 6%

krairet (3) Nan- causal cu nest t (5) Observed zero--oidei itandardized slope,
tract effect. (4) Podel lavilted zero -order standaidized slops (1.e., Zero-order cOrrelstiOn)`

0

(1)
e Sources
ombite,2mblie)
maale,24ifemele)

Sotqce8
ics grade rood. .14 82 .43 . 9/5 .58
ice teat were boa 375/ .53 .53

)."

Sources

GOWN, TWO

Gracie Ruceivial Test. Smite
(2) (3). (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4)

.03 .29 '.40 40 .15 -.01 .27 .41
.84. -.91 .14 .17 .16, -.05 .00 .13 .08

ice grade recd. -.42/ 1.05 1.03
gride received .517,-41
ice' test score .18 .00, .54 .72
test score .12 :55 .67
41-- -.02 .00 .28 - .26'

-.07 -.01 -.02 -.10

eti:SOurces:'''. .. ,

ice ,gi'ade read... ;67, '.67
grada="cticeiVed::.: .S8.' '.58
ice test icons I : .73 '',' .73
teit':score ., '.57-,'...57
lie1.- . -''.55'!':'.55

-.03 -.03

40.500.:
,ficantlat 41)2..05 :level;

Grath ReceiVed liest Score
(5) (/),, (2) (3) -' (5) (1),, (2) .,,(3)-, (Oki

.40 -.07 .01 .29 .23 .23 -.OS- -".37

.06 -.03 .01 .:18 -.15.,.81. .17 '''-.16

.13 -.41' .38 .19 .50
.06 .00 .44 .51 .52

1.00 .00 .81 :72
. 77 -.05 .64 .59
. 68 - .02'',1.03 1.02
. 64 -.01 .11 .76
.29 .02 .00 .26 .28 " .41 .

1.10 -.06 .01 .02 -.03 -.04,

.66
.60
.70
.54

.90

-.09

.S7*

.60 ,

.58
1.00
.73

.58*

. 54 .54 .57

. 52 .52. .57

. 70 .70 .71
. 60 .60 .66
. 74 .74 '.75

-.02 -.02 -.03

- ,

'.05 .45 .49
.92_ ,.50 .62

-.07 -.47
.84 .51

1.24* .07 -.35 -.67 .66 .23 --
.16, '..51', .67-:',65, *

.02. .54' .57 .17

-.01 , .27% .41''
-.62 , -.10 ' -.12 -.15

.15 .97 1.02 1.00
. 58.' i83' ';'.82 -_.81
. 25 .01 .45 .70 .69

,,a ".12 42: .64' .61
1.90 52 .39 - :44:
-.21 ..O7 -.16 -.1t

.76 ,,;111 .50
,:69,,c.

.N5 9; L.42==. 1:

._.44 .03

.00 =.112 -:05 "704



'teacher perceptions of student personality and deportment, the grade the

teacher assigns to, the student for the other subject. While a proxY,:itS:

interpretation, giVen'the statistical controls is, reasonable.

Overall, then, the results are not unequivocal. They point, howeverf to

__enough eiridence of non-meritocratic inputs into grading tOrase serious

questions eboUt the meeltocraiic pretensions of elementary school. grading.



. The analysis was constrained to use,,achieVement teat scores. from the

batteries, chosen by the, distr dct, and in the Scoring'.forM recorded in
cumUlatiye records' that Year as follows:.

Gtade.' Testing Da

First May, 1978

First riay 1978.:

Seco May, 1979

*Second .ri4 1979

lfr

Sub'ect

Reading

Mathematics

Readimg-

Mathematics

' Third May, 19q0 Reading

1980_ MathematicsThird

0 California Achievement Test,
r

**
Diagnositc Matnematics Inventory.

Research using the reading subtests of the norm-referenced*California
,Achievement Test has found its language' not to give special advantage4 to

students of 'a pariicuAar race (Marwit and Neumann, 1974). Its strength

is 'in comParing students' achievemOnts, rather than .in measuring
performance relative to learning objectives (Smith, 1978). The strength,

of the c WeriOn-referended Diagnostic Mathematics Inventory is its

utility for individualizing instruction. It suffers from overemphasis on

/.computation and fact, rather lehan on mathematical reasoning (O'Brien
1978).

Reciprocal causation calls for two stage least squares. Fox'a'(1980)
algorithm requires, the covariance matrix of the error terms. This is
available. in SAS's. Proc Sysreg from three stage least .squares. In order-

to use consistent inputs into the algorithm, we have used third stage,

structural coefficients. These may differ sornewhat' from ,those derived at

the second stage.

Test

CAT
*
reading

**
DMI

CAT reading

DM1

CAT reading

CAT mathematics

Form of-Score

raw 'SQ.:,

objectives achieved

raw score

objectdves achieved

grade.equivalent

grade equivalent
1
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Appendix:r Zero-order CorrelatiOni and; escriptiye Statistics for Variabled,in Analyses,(exClOi0
correlations rep im Tables 1 and 2LAllos21.1)

.

Ascriptive
Variables.

(1) Race (Donon-
white,
211white) -.02* .25 .31

(2) (3) (4) I )-. (6) (11) (12), (13) (18)- (19) (20) Kean SDI

(2)' Gender
(1male,

:2=female)

Grade One
(3) Rejaing grade
(4) Reading-test.

score °

(5) Mathematics
grade

(6) Mathematics
test score

Grade TWO
(7) Reading

grade
(8) Reading

test score
(9) Mathematics

grade
(10)" Mathematics

fest score

.25 .29 .16 ..?1, 7

3 .17 .13* -.02* :1.54'

..62 .76 .53

,.51 .70

.45 .36
.

.74 58

:26

.49 :-::13! .43

. 46 .01* 10.10

.58 .01*'41.70

. 41 '.90. 10.69

.37 -'.02* 28.7

.17' .66 .67 .58 .52 .50 .29 -.06 .62 .55 -.03 2.61

.18 ..61 .76 .57 .64 .48 .01* .88 .79 -.05* 53.81 13.90

.16 .54 .57 .58 .53 .47 .29 -.10! .57 .54 '.00* 10.70

.06 *. . 50 .59 -.50". ..52 '-.'54 -.04*. .69 .75, -.03*' 39.42y:

.77 '.06* .69 .61,. -.02* 41.62track level .16 .45 .74 .38 .39

(12) Mathematics
track level .13* .36* *58 26* .49*

(13) Absences -.03 -.09 -.06 -.03 -.13

.04 .52
*

*. ,47* .00 28.65
. 04, .01 ,.63

,

Grade Three
(14) Reading'

grade . .19 .59'

(15) Reading
test' score, .17, .58'

(16) Mathesnatics
grade .15 .57

(17) Mathematics
. test score .16

(18) Reading
track leVel .17 .52

) Kitheinatics
track-level .13. .46*

) ,AbseriCes

. 58

. 60- .51. 52 .40 .37 -;:02*'. .51. :-..07* 9.64 2..;

.48 .54 .55 .42 -.03* .67, .68' .01* 39.92:130,

. 59- .51 ..62 .41 .41 -.15T .49 .44 -.15 :9.78

. 68 :55 , .58 '.29 -.06* ..68 .64. ,-.04*

.48 .43 .69 .52- .90 -.01t'

58,- 41 :4°7* 61*, ;47* Al* .00,- 39:67,,,

:09*.-.02 -.02 6.12391


